Thank you for choosing to use our Virtual Mounting Service to create your
bespoke mounting solution. It’s important that we gather as much
information as possible about the environment and requirements in order
to ensure we offer an accurate and appropriate solution. We are
dependent on your input via the information and pictures you provide.
Please complete this form with as much detail as possible and if you have
any queries please do not hesitate to contact vms@inclusive.co.uk

REQUESTOR

CLIENT

Organisation:

Name:

Name:

Street:

Street:

City:

City:

Postcode:

Postcode:

Telephone:

Telephone:

Email:

Email:

WHEELCHAIR
Manufacturer/Model:
Does a lap tray get attached to the
chair sometimes?

Yes

No

Is a device adapter plate
present?

Yes

No

Do you need one?

Yes

No

(If yes, please include a picture).

DEVICE
iPad users - please specify the model exactly (e.g. “iPad Air 2”).
If unsure, please write the Model No. (”A1XXX“ printed on the back of the iPad).
Do you want the iPad to be mounted within an Otterbox Defender Case?

Mount side (in direction of user):
Right

Left

Both

(Due to the plethora of different cases, we can’t guarantee that all others fit well).

Please include an Otterbox Defender case for my iPad in the solution.
I need to use a different case if possible.
(please specify brand, model and exact dimensions (Height x Width x Depth):

Adjustment options:
Screws
Quickshift Levers

Please provide details of any additional mounting
requirements (e.g. 2nd wheelchair, floorstand, tabletop)
and any other relevant information:

SUPPLYING PHOTOS
Very Important - take pictures of the wheelchair in the listed
viewing angles shot from a straight low angle. Please make sure
they depict the wheelchair clearly, in proper light conditions and
with correct focus. Make sure to include the device at the desired
position (It’s okay to use an example, like a sheet of paper).

Whole
Front

Back and
Underneath

Whole
Angular

Whole
Side

Please email this completed form along with six or more pictures
(at the specified viewing angles) to vms@inclusive.co.uk

Detail
(From side)

